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What is the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation?  

The European Commission aims to cut road transport emissions by 90 percent by mid-
century — key to its effort to become climate neutral by 2050. But getting there means a
huge increase in the number of charging points for electric vehicles, as well as developing
alternatives like hydrogen. The Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation (AFIR) is the
revision of a law requiring EU countries to deploy enough charging infrastructure and
hydrogen refuelling stations for millions of new clean cars, vans, trucks and buses (along
with planes, trains and ships). 

- The process

01.

02.

The European Commission
proposed AFIR in July 2021, before
the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

 The Commission’s proposal requires
‘an appropriate number’ of LNG
refuelling stations to be established
for heavy-duty vehicles by 2025 on
the TEN-T Core Network. The
European Commission set no targets
for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or
compressed natural gas (CNG), as
sufficient infrastructure already
exists.  

03. The Transport and Tourism
(TRAN) Committee is the lead
committee in the European
Parliament on AFIR. The MEP
(Ismail Ertug) responsible for
drafting the report for the TRAN
Committee has proposed to
remove gas. MEPs from the EPP,
Renew Europe and ECR have
attempted to introduce gas
demand. The TRAN Committee
will vote on their report on the
week of the 11 July. 



04. 05.The Council of the EU has so far
maintained the European
Commission’s proposal and are
expected to adopt their position
before the end of the French
Presidency of the Council of the
EU (30 June).  

Once the European Parliament
and Council have adopted their
respective positions before the
end of the year, negotiations will
begin to agree the final text. 

Increases our dependency on Russian gas imports: Europe is
heavily dependent on Russian gas. More than 40% of European
natural gas supplies are Russian imports, which have historically
been used in the heating and power sectors. Additional gas
demand will only weaken European energy security.  
 

- Why gas should not be included in the Regulation?

Natural gas is a fossil fuel: Methane leaks and slippage
cause powerful greenhouse effects and undermine any
credible climate advantage, leaving natural gas as a
climate dead-end.  

Biomethane cannot scale to replace natural gas: Biomethane is
touted as a solution for the climate shortcomings of natural gas, despite
a lack of scalability for production and a quantity not even sufficient for
sectors with greater existing natural gas demand. In addition, crop-
based biomethane feedstocks will further stres food security at a time
of rising prices.  

Gas worsens air pollution: Independent studies have
demonstrated significant emissions of particulate matter from
gas trucks can be more than diesel trucks. Gas trucks emit
excessive amounts of very small particles, which evidence
increasingly points to as the most harmful to human health.



Stranded assets: The lack of renewable and sustainable biomethane across all
European sectors will create stranded fossil-based assets, leaving future gas
stations unusable. 

Zero-emission vehicles are the future: The market has already chosen
electrification for cars and vans, while all major truck manufacturers have
committed to sell significant shares of zero-emission trucks by 2030. 

Why are additional gas stations not necessary?  


